
Denials have been on the rise for years and healthcare 
providers are challenged to keep pace. By learning basic 
legal principles, you can appeal smarter to significantly 
increase your odds of overturning denials and driving 
greater success for your denials management program. 
Appealing like a lawyer starts by addressing all denials with 
a P.L.E.A. – persistence, logic, exculpation, and advocacy. 

Appeal like a lawyer
Legal principles for crafting your best appeal

Persistence
is a key characteristic of successful denials management. Failing to contest denials, especially those deemed 
inappropriate, opens the door for future audits and denials based on similar reasons. Never concede a denial – 
you always have recourse through negotiation, arbitration, or legal action when appealing disputed claims.

Logic
is the foundation for all successful appeals. Trust your instincts and use the smell test – if something seems 
wrong, it probably is. Rationally examine all aspects of a denied claim so you can determine the viability of an 
appeal. No matter how arbitrary or capricious you feel a denial may be, applying logic to refute its allegations is 
your best strategy for success.

Example denial #1: Appeal tip: 

The Provider gets authorization for CPT code 29823 
(Arthroscopy w/ debridement) but bills  
CPT code 29826 (Arthroscopy w/ ligament release) 
and 23420 (Tendonesis) that are denied for lack 
of authorization. The Provider’s appeal asks for 
an exception because they “neglected to get 
authorization for the two CPT codes.”

It is common for authorized procedures to expand in 
scope and include additional or divergent  
CPT codes. In lieu of asking for an exception – which 
can be considered tacit acceptance of alleged 
error or neglect – stay firm and document the case 
supporting the CPT changes that could not be 
authorized in advance.

Example denial #2: Appeal tip: 

A Plan denied benefits to a child with cancer citing 
a provision that it does not have to pay a benefit 
if the patient would not have to pay that benefit. 
The original intent of the provision was to exclude 
payments to family-member caretakers who provide 
voluntary care at no cost, not hospitals and clinicians, 
and was therefore wrongly applied.

A Plan provision cannot be so distorted from its 
original intent to the detriment of the Provider. If the 
appeal goes to arbitration, you want to make your 
arguments more logical and aligned to contract intent 
than the reasons for denial.
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Exculpation
means to free from allegation, to vindicate. It is the provider’s task to exculpate by refuting the  
payer’s allegations with persistence and logic. Many appeals end up being approved based on things  
the payer did wrong, so never accept denials at face value and look for the flaws in the payer’s arguments.

Advocacy
is how to best represent your organization’s interests. Not every denial is worth appealing, but those that are 
deserve your best effort to make and win the case. A good denials management program vigorously defends 
the necessity of medical care decisions through thorough documentation, identifies root causes, and adapts 
processes to reduce the risk of future denials.

Sarah Mendiola Esq., LPN, CPC, CPCO, is the Senior Vice  
President of Denials Management at Cloudmed, a licensed nurse 
in the State of Maryland, and a Certified Professional Coder 
(CPC). She is admitted to the Maryland Bar and a member of the 
American Bar Association’s Health Law Section.

If you found this tip sheet helpful and would like to learn more, watch 
Sarah’s recent HFMA webinar, Best Practices to Combat Denials.SPEAK WITH AN EXPERT

Example denial #3: Appeal tip: 

A Payer denied a claim for Lack of Notification of 
an ER Admission, but the Contract states the Payer 
has to pay for the first 48 hours. The Provider files an 
appeal which is rightly denied as untimely. Should the 
Provider accept the denial?

The Payer’s obligation for prompt payment under the 
Contract and law was not contingent on the Provider 
filing a timely appeal. While denials for untimely 
appeal can be more difficult to overturn, in cases 
involving reimbursement or contractual mandates you 
should always strongly consider appealing.

Example denial #4: Appeal tip: 

A patient presented with insurance coverage in the 
ED. The organization performed due diligence and 
sought authorization from the insurer they believed 
to be primary at the time of admission. Weeks after 
discharge, the Provider discovered that the billed plan 
was not primary. Upon billing the responsible Payer, 
the claim was denied for a Lack of Authorization.

In situations where the appropriate process was 
followed, advocate for reimbursement for your 
institution. Extenuating circumstances often exist 
depending on the factual scenario. People and 
situations are complicated, and information can often 
be incomplete or misleading. Documentation is key to 
supporting a convincing argument for payment. 
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